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welcome to the fabricengineer

Robust construction and quality: Rubb buildings are solidly built. We 
are market leaders in our capability and reliability, and it is our mission to 
maintain that position.
Durability: Our steel frames are post fabrication hot-dip galvanized, 
providing maintenance-free structures with an unlimited life span. Our 
PVC fabric is also designed to be strong and durable.

Relocatability: Although our buildings normally serve as permanent 
structures, they have the added benefit of being efficiently relocatable.

Reliability: Rubb products meet all applicable building codes and can take 
all wind and snow loads relevant to the location where they are erected.

Lower maintenance costs: Compared to both conventional buildings and 
lower quality fabric clad buildings, Rubb structures come out on top.

Fire safety: In the event of a fire the PVC melts away from the heat source 
and prevents the flames from spreading via the fabric. This self-venting 
capability reduces risk to personnel and increases the structure’s chance 
of surviving.

Translucency: The translucent nature of the fabric used to clad uninsulated 
buildings allows light to penetrate, bringing energy savings and superior 
lighting quality.

Environmentally friendly: Rubb buildings are pre-fabricated with most of 
the labour input being done in a factory environment where it is easier to 
minimise waste. Steel and PVC are also 100% recyclable.

After sales service: Rubb has skilled technicians who can quickly respond 
to any after sales service requirement, worldwide.
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Rune Martini, CEO Rubb Group AS
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The Rubb Difference: Excellence in Engineering

We look forward to more global aviation projects in 2020. Rubb UK has already secured easyJet’s 
Gatwick MRO facility expansion, which is set to be Rubb UK’s largest structure to date. With these high 
profile hangar projects Rubb has demonstrated worldwide capability and developed a very strong 
position in the global MRO market.

Similarly, the sport market has seen many impressive large-scale projects, as well as more niche 
products that would only be possible with Rubb’s engineering. The OKKULO training system is one 
such project, fusing cutting-edge sports science with the adaptability of a Rubb structure. More 
conventionally, 2019 saw the completion of Northern Ireland’s Ards Blair Mayne leisure complex and 
Newquay’s trampoline and play park, both fine additions to Rubb’s growing sport portfolio. Meanwhile, 
Rubb Norway is opening up the sport market further with a new football hall in Vanylven, set to be 
completed in 2020.

Rubb’s military ties continued to strengthen, with several completed projects across the globe. Rubb 
UK also hosted two training sessions with both the British and Danish militaries, demonstrating the 
benefits of continued relationships.  

In Norway, Rubb delivered a third building for Grøntvedt Pelagic at Ørland in Sør Trøndelag, creating an 
even stronger relationship with both existing customers and developing our network of new clients.

Rubb Poland continued to grow in 2019, completing several outstanding projects—one being the 
first ever hybrid-insulated building in Poland. Thermohall® insulation has proven to be a very popular 
choice to compensate for their harsh winters. This has resulted in some excellent engineering work, 
with their insulated winter garage and Głuchów Marketplace projects highlighted in this issue.

In 2020 we will develop our global strategy further, strengthening our position and growth in key 
market sectors, while continuing to support our domestic markets and customers via our individual 
operating companies. We will continue to focus on innovation with the aim to deliver any building, any 
time, anywhere. Follow us on social media to keep up to date with all the latest news from the Rubb 
Group and best wishes for 2020.

2019 was a fantastic showcase for the wide range of markets the Rubb 
group excels at. From towering MRO hangars, to insulated garages—the 
flexibility of Rubb’s engineering is evident. As you read this year’s Fabric 
Engineer, this much will become clear: Rubb has the expertise to tackle 
any project, anywhere.

Aviation was a very successful market for Rubb, with several projects 
reaching their completion and many more set for 2020. Turkish Airlines’ 
MRO facility at Istanbul Airport—now the largest airport in the world—
is a standout project. Aside from being a stunning hangar, it represents 
the strength of the group as a whole. Rubb UK, USA, Norway, and sister 
companies Hallmaker and Plamek all collaborated to create this fantastic 
project.
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Rubb has been a part of Istanbul Airport’s expansion to 
become the largest airport in the world, building a huge MRO 
hangar for Turkish Airlines and its maintenance support arm, 
Turkish Technic. 

The 82.3m (270ft) x 87.5m (287ft) x 9.8m (32ft) AVC structure will 
provide maintenance and repair facilities for the Turkish Airlines’ 
fleet. The hangar is equipped with 50mm (2in) Rubb Thermohall® 
cladding, effectively insulating the structure, resulting in a facility 
that can be easily climate controlled—ideal for Turkey.

A 71.9m (236ft) x 19.8m (65ft) Megadoor entry system is 
included, offering flexibility in accommodating many different 
aircraft. Other unique attributes include faster door opening 
and closing times, excellent air tightness and wind resistance, a 
longer lifetime and lower operating costs. 

Safer working can be guaranteed thanks to patented safety 
arrestors and advanced and robust PLC based control systems. 
The MRO facility also features an LED lighting system, as well as 
a full HVAC system.

Istanbul Airport, Turkey

Turkish Airlines

The Rubb hangar was hugely useful to us due to its 
fast manufacturing. Now built, the main advantage is 
being able to dismantle it for use at any other airport.

Murat Sözer, Turkish Technic Mechanical Works Chief

“
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Bombardier

Under a challenging deadline, Rubb delivered two 45.72m 
(150ft) x 50.2m (165ft) Thermohall® insulated hangars to 
Mirabel Airport, outside of Montreal, Canada.

Canadian aircraft supplier Bombardier and Airbus (CSALP) 
were embarking on the development of a new narrow-body jet 
airliner: the Airbus A-220. Additional hangar space was needed 
to conduct final inspections and testing on new aircraft before 
delivery. 

CSALP/Bombardier chose Rubb to design and deliver the two 
45.72m (150ft) x 50.2m (165ft) hangars on a highly compressed 
timeline.

Initial concept meetings took place in September and October of 
2018 and the contract was signed in November, with the delivery 
and completion goal of late winter 2019.

Despite normally needing at least 6-8 months to complete such a 
project, without taking into account the expected winter weather 
issues, the first A-220 entered Rubb Hangar #1 on March 23, 
2019 and the entire project was completed in early April 2019.

Both hangars are equipped with Rubb’s patented Thermohall® 
insulated cladding system, which provides eco-friendly and 
industry-leading climate control capability. The two hangars 
are also equipped with Assa-Abloy Megadoor three-part entry 
systems, each measuring 39.6m (130ft) x 14.3m (47ft).

Mirabel Airport, Canada

From contract to installation of two insulated 
hangars in Quebec’s winter, five months is 
nothing short of impressive.

David Nickerson, Rubb USA President 

“
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Rubb has supplied a custom-designed solution for the 
National Police Air Service, situated in North Weald Airfield.
 
The 40m (131ft) span x 42m (138ft) long BVL will provide cover 
for police aircraft, and is fully relocatable if necessary. Easy 
access for aircraft is provided by a custom sliding door system, 
with pedestrian access to the sides. The hangar features Rubb’s 
durable steel framework, which is hot dip galvanized to protect 
from corrosion.  The frame is fully covered with a high tenacity, 
flame retardant PVC-coated polyester fabric, which has a life 
expectancy of up to 25 years. The PVC cladding features two 
contrasting tones: blue walls, with a white roof.

NPAS provides air support to the 43 police forces of England and 
Wales from a network of 14 bases. NPAS helps keep communities 
safe by providing a 24/7/365 borderless service, in which the 
tasks posing the highest risk to communities are prioritized in line 
with local police and crime plans.

Rubb was thrilled to continue this relationship with NPAS, 
especially with the chance to work somewhere with so much 
historical significance and importance to the local area. During 
WW2, the airfield was known as RAF North Weald, and proved 
instrumental in the Battle of Britain. Today, North Weald connects 
people across England, as well as destinations abroad.

North Weald Airfield, UK

NPAS

easyJet

Rubb is proud to announce the expansion of easyJet’s Gatwick 
Airport MRO hangar facility. 

Originally constructed by Rubb in 2016, the current Gatwick 
facility is comprised of a twin-span hangar measuring 91.5m  
(300ft) wide x 60m (197ft) long. To meet increasing demand, 
easyJet has tasked Rubb with expanding this MRO facility with 
a third hangar.

The new hangar will measure 47m (154ft) wide x 50m (164ft) long, 
9.6m (31.5ft) to the eaves, with an apex of 19.29m (63ft). It will 
be integrated into the current structure, increasing the twin-span 
hangar to triple-span, and bringing the total width to 139.1m 
(456ft)—the largest hangar facility Rubb UK has ever produced.

The reduced length of the hangar (50m (164ft) versus the current 
twin-span’s 60m (197ft)) is intended to accommodate the smaller 
A320 aircraft, rather than the larger A321 presently housed. 

The hot dip galvanized steel frame is clad with 150mm (6in) 
thick Thermohall® insulated fabric, and will deliver 2135sqm 
(22981sqft) of usable working floorspace. A full LED lighting 
system, ventilation system, and LPG heating system will be 
installed. Matching the original construction, the new hangar will 
be serviced by a vertical lifting hangar door. The 41m (134.5ft) 
clear, 13.5m (44ft) high door opening will allow easy and safe 
access. 

Work is set to commence in early 2020.

Gatwick Airport, UK
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Rubb UK has collaborated with Creatability 
and Greenwich Leisure Limited to create an 
amazing space for families.
 
The 36m (118ft) span x 54m (177ft) long BVE 
structure houses a huge range of activities 
for both kids and adults to enjoy. Trampolines, 
foam pits, obstacle courses, and dive platforms 
are just some of the fun families can jump into.

Insulated with a 100mm (4in) Thermohall® 
membrane, with an additional insulated steel 

cladding to 3m (10ft) high, chilly weather will be 
no obstacle for the trampoline and play park.

This is not the first time Rubb has created a 
trampoline park, however, as Rubb UK fully 
designed and constructed Infinite Air in 
Durham.

This trampoline and play park was a fantastic 
opportunity to give kids of all ages somewhere 
to be active, and it’s great to see the park’s many 
activities already been enjoyed by families.

Newquay 
Trampoline & Play Park

Photo: 360 South West
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A six-court multi-use sports hall is up 
and running as part of a new $39m 
leisure facility in Northern Ireland.

Rubb designed, manufactured, and 
constructed the custom facility, which 
accommodates a diverse range of sports 
for schools, local sports organizations 
and the community at Dairy Hall in 
Newtownards.

Rubb worked closely with main contractor 
Heron Bros Ltd and Ards and North Down 
Borough Council to supply a 43m  (141ft) 
span x 59m (193ft) long multi-sport facility. 
This multi-purpose space has the ability 
to accommodate a large number of sports 
including badminton, basketball, football, 
gymnastics, netball, tennis, trampolining 
and volleyball amongst many others, as 
well as providing inclement weather cover 
training facilities in the winter months. In 
the summer it will host sport classes and 
has the possibility to also accommodate 
larger individual events.

The steel frame of the multisport building 
is constructed within a 3m (10ft) high 
traditional brick perimeter wall which 
transitions seamlessly with the Rubb 
fabric sports hall cladding and the main 
conventional building.

The structure is modular-designed with a 
galvanized steel framework, which helps 
eliminate corrosion. Translucent PVC 
fabric cladding completes the structure, 
allowing natural sunlight to illuminate the 
playing area.

To support multiple sports, the Rubb team 
called upon their experience to design and 
install internal rebound boards and a full 
netting system, including court dividers. 
As part of the project Rubb also supplied 
and installed a mechanical ventilation 
system to create an optimum playing 
environment.

Ards Blair 
Mayne

Wellbeing 
& Leisure 
Complex

We were able to design a structure that was 
practical for all year round training, but also 
aesthetically pleasing as it seamlessly blends 
in with the main sports complex.

Stephnie Coyle, Rubb Sales Executive

“
13
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Situated in Gateshead, UK, sport technology company 
OKKULO is pioneering the use of specialized lighting systems 
to enhance sport performance. 

In OKKULO’s state-of-the-art training environment, reaction 
times are significantly improved across a range of sports such as 
football, cricket, and baseball. 

Players’ reaction times are tested by how fast they can return the 
ball to the lit target. Complete darkness and a secure enclosure is 
needed for the light-based training system to be effective. That’s 
where Rubb comes in.

Rubb supplied a 6m (20ft) span x 24m (79ft) long THA structure, 
complete with two PVC partitions and C/W zip doors. Light 
pollution is eliminated by the high-tenacity PVC polyester fabric, 
and the hot-dip galvanized steel frame allows the structure to 
keep up with whatever the athletes throw at it. 

The structure is easily relocatable, as well as quick to erect, so 
teams can get their training when and wherever they need it.

Rubb’s engineering provides the perfect environment for 
OKKULO’s tech, and Rubb is thrilled to support OKKULO as it 
revolutionises sport training systems.

The Rubb rally team finished the 2019 Polish Rally 
Championships with great results. 

Łukasz Kabaciński (driver) and Michał Kuśnierz (co-driver) 
reached 2nd place with a Ford Fiesta Proto in the Open 4WD 
group, and 7th in the general ranking.

Such an excellent result was only possible thanks to their excellent 
teamwork. Within six months, Łukasz and Michał completed all 7 
stages of the championships, covering over 1000km (621mi) and 
taking a place on the podium four times in the Open 4 WD group. 

Throughout the championships, Rubb had the opportunity to test 
Thermohall® in the rally world. We were curious to see if it would 
work both as a pit-stop for the service crew, and as a resting 
area for the driver and co-driver. Since the Rally Championships 
began in late spring and lasted until early autumn, the weather 
varied from tropical heat to cool rains. We were glad to see that 
Thermohall® provided the best work and leisure conditions 
possible. It felt pleasantly cool under the insulated roof during 
the summer stages, and cozy in both the springtime and autumn. 
Thermohall® quickly gained the recognition of our rally team and  
the attention of many guests, such as players from the national 
Polish football team and the 2019 Polish Rally Championship 
Winner, who visited us during the rally season.

After the 2019 Rally Championships were over, Łukasz and 
Michał took part in one more event: the country wide famous 
Barbórka Rally. Although not included in any official rally stages or 
championships, Barbórka is a symbolic ending to the motorsport 
season in Poland, taking place in Warsaw, on the 6th and 7th of 
December.

Rubb Rally Season 2019

15

OKKULO Training System
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For the blasting operations, McDermott required a sealed 
building so the blasting grit could be recycled. The blast paint 
facilities incorporate air extraction systems, as well as climate and 
humidity controls to enable precise environment management 
for rapid production times and high-quality results. 

The paint cell has been ventilated to meet the requirements of 
the paint specifications. The coating, blasting, grit recovery and 
ventilation systems were installed by Singapore company Asia 
Airblast.

The fabrication facilities at Batam serve both traditional and 
floating offshore construction, the growing onshore Liquefied 
Natural Gas (LNG) module market and subsea structure 
fabrication markets.

Two large Rubb blast and paint structures are helping support 
expanding operations at a fabrication facility on Batam Island, 
Indonesia.

Rubb’s steel frame, membrane clad, high wall building solution 
allows McDermott International to perform large-scale 
sandblasting and painting in-house.  This both reduces cost and 
improves the turnaround time for blasting and coating of major 
fabrication projects on the McDermott site, which covers 297 
acres.

Rubb has provided two BVE type structures, measuring 55m 
(180.5ft)  span x 61m (200ft) long to McDermott. 

The sidewall height of each structure is 12m (39.5ft). The steel 
framed roof is clad with white PVC impregnated polyester fabric 
material, and the walls feature the equivalent cladding in grey. 

Each structure includes a 44m (144.5ft) x 12.5m (41ft) vertical 
lifting door framework with Megadoor and four personnel doors.

McDermott Blast & Coat

Vehicles are sensitive to extreme temperature changes and 
humidity, so winter garages are essential to keep them safe 
and in top working order.

There is no better solution for this than Thermohall®, which played 
a key role in the success of an insulated fabric building installed in 
Giżycko, Poland. 

Built as a garage for boats, yachts, and jet skis, the winter garage 
measures 24m (79ft) x 40m (131ft) and is insulated with 150mm 
(6in) thick Thermohall®. It is equipped with two sectional gates 

placed on opposite gable walls, allowing free access inside for 
the vehicles, regardless of size. The hot-dip galvanized steel 
frame and the insulated cladding were a perfect fit for the harsh 
local weather conditions, as the Masurian Lake District is a very 
windy area known for long snowy winters.

The outer layer of the cladding is grey, while the inside layer is 
white to reflect the light coming through its eight windows, 
illuminating the interior. Over time, two display windows were 
added in the facade of the garage to provide more light to the 
office area, demonstrating the adaptability of Rubb structures.

Insulated Winter Garage

Situated in Vanylven, Norway, the project is set to be completed in 2020. 
The hall will measure 40m (131ft) x 64m (210ft) x 6m (20ft), be insulated with 
100mm (4in) Thermohall®, and be complete with a canvas clubhouse in the 
front gable. 

Vanylven Football Hall
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Grøntvedt Pelagic has expanded its cold storage capacity 
even further with the addition of a third Rubb hall.

Grøntvedt Pelagic, one of Norway’s leading producers of herring, 
salted fish, dryfish, and clipfish, chose Rubb as the supplier for 
their third warehouse project at Ørland in Sør Trøndelag.

Rubb has already delivered a 30m (98.5ft) x 108m (354ft) x 5m  
(16.5ft) hall, insulated with 150mm (6in) Glava Pro 34 insulation. 
This facility is divided into two areas with a Thermowall partition, 
and is used for maturing and storage of barrels of herring prior to 
export. The structure features two temperature zones.

Grøntvedt then expanded with a second 30m (98.5ft) x 152m 
(498.5ft) x 5m (16.5ft) hall, with the same insulation thickness, and 
two Thermowall partitions inside, providing three temperature 
zones.

The third structure measures 30m (98.5ft) x 200m (656ft) x 5m  
(16.5ft) and connects to the original structures. This facility 
includes three Thermowall partitions, creating four temperature 
zones. 

The latest building will be used to produce and repackage 
products, which require a larger amount of space.

The partitions were all supplied with 100mm (4in) insulation. All 
structures include specialized insulated doors.

The buildings are energy efficient, with a quick construction time, 
and are perfect for this kind of cool storage.

Grøntvedt Pelagic 
Cold Storage 

Expansion
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The first commercial facility built with Thermohall® in Poland 
was installed this year for AFIX, the owner of Głuchów 
Marketplace. 

With it, the well-known textile trade centre has increased its 
retail area by 1000sqm (10764sqft). The hall is 20m (65.5ft) wide 
x 49.5m (162.5ft) long and has been insulated with 200mm (8in)
thick Thermohall®. This is the first of four planned shopping malls 
to be erected by 2021 at Głuchów Marketplace. 

The main advantage of Thermohall® is its low maintenance costs, 
which keeps rental prices at a competitive level. Fittings inside 
include 41 glazed cubicles, which makes the space look modern 
and feel comfortable. 

Keeping comfort and safety in mind, the building is equipped with 
a modern infrastructure:

• Eight windows (with sections opened automatically) and 
three roof skylights, providing natural light inside the hall

• Automatic doors situated on gable walls, and six standard 
doors with air curtains

• Fire protection system consisting of internal hydrants and 
hinged smoke vents

• Steel supporting structure, graded D-class (suitable for 
commercial and public use)

• Ventilation system consisting of roof ventilators, standard 
vent holes in gable walls, and hinged smoke vents

• Sanitary facilities

Głuchów Marketplace

Spyra Primo, a producer of plastic piping systems, asked Rubb 
to provide a permanent storage space for their products in 
Poland. 

They were looking for a storage solution that could be located 
next to an existing production building and connected with a joint 
passage. Rubb provided just that.

During discussions on the project, Spyra Primo asked Rubb 
to insulate the storage warehouse to maintain the indoor 
temperature at its existing level and keep it stable during working 
hours.

Rubb designed and built the warehouse, which covers 720sqm 
(7750sqft) and measures 24m (79ft) wide x 30m (98.5ft) long. For 
the insulation, Rubb used 50mm (2in) Thermohall®. The thickness 
of the insulation was enough to maintain a good temperature 
both in the storage and in the adjacent production hall. 

The building is equipped with two sectional gates and personnel 
doors to make the building accessible from the outside. Windows 
were embedded in the right side wall.

Spyra Primo Insulated Warehouse

PG Budowa, a construction company, came to Rubb for their 
150 sqm (1614.5 sqft) workshop and machinery garage.

To make the hall more functional and cost-effective, Rubb used 
Thermohall® for the roof. The insulated cladding significantly 
reduces the maintenance costs and provides good working 
conditions inside.

The workshop measures 10m (33ft) x 15m (49ft) and is equipped 
with two wide, automatic sectional gates to allow free entry and 
exit of machines. To allow the natural light inside, Rubb installed 
five windows in the upper part of the side walls. The roof on the 
inside is made of white PVC fabric, which reflects the light.

We can proudly say that this is the first hybrid-insulated fabric 
building in Poland.

Poland’s first hybrid-insulated 
fabric building



In 2008, Rubb UK rose to the challenge to design, manufacture, 
and install a custom salt storage barn to support Gateshead 
Council’s expanding winter road maintenance plans.

Eleven years later, Rubb returned to the site to find out about the 
long-term benefits of our salt barns first-hand. We were guided 
by Interim Street Scene Director, Philip Hindmarsh.

“It’s an excellent facility that provides protection for the salt,” Mr 
Hindmarsh said. “It enables far more efficient use of that resource, 
and also protects the environment.”

The salt barn is custom designed to sit on top of a 3m (10ft) 
high concrete supporting wall. In total, the salt storage structure 
measures 30m (98.5ft) wide x 30m (98.5ft) long, with a tapered 
leg height of 5m (16.5ft). The overall height of the storage facility 
is 13m (42.5ft).

Having been around since 2008, the salt storage barn has faced 
two of Britain’s worst winters on record: 2010 and 2017.

“In February and March of 2017 our salt supplies were really 
hammered, and we used a large proportion of our stock. In 2010 
we used the full 20,000 tonnes and had to purchase more from 
Peru. Many councils now take part in the Government’s salt 
sharing scheme.

When asked about other challenges overcome by Rubb’s salt 
storage, Mr Hindmarsh said: “It is very difficult to cover the salt 
and protect it from the elements outside, so a salt barn is a much 
better solution. It also provides a better working environment for 
staff and the drivers when loading up the gritters.”

The building benefits from an open front gable end to maximise 
storage space and accessibility. To handle this large opening, the 
rear gable of the building is reinforced with anti-flap PVC pockets 

to prevent fabric damage from strong winds. This is especially 
important, as the Gateshead site is laid out in such a way that 
makes it impossible to turn the structure’s opening away from 
the prevailing wind.

We asked Mr Hindmarsh how it fared over the years in these 
challenging conditions.

“It has performed well,” he said. “The building faces the prevailing 
wind and has stood up to the corrosive environment over time to 
protect the salt.

“It’s great; it’s done its job. It has stood the test of time for eleven 
years with minimal repairs. It has performed well, despite facing 
the prevailing wind.”

Even in harsh conditions, Rubb structures really are built to last. 
With eleven years to its name already, this facility is set to last for 
many more.

Gateshead 
Council’s salt 
storage, 11 years 
later

It’s an excellent facility that provides 
protection for the salt.

Philip Hindmarsh, Interim Street Scene Director“
2322
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EFASS Training at RAF 
Wittering
RAF Wittering welcomed Rubb UK to lead a training session to assemble a 25m (82ft) 
EFASS hangar.

Despite the wet conditions, RAF 5001 Squadron fully erected the structure in five days.

Regular training is invaluable, as it keeps the squadron up to date with any changes and 
additions to the hangar system. Rubb’s intensive training provides the knowledge and 
skills for teams to get into action and complete their projects as efficiently as possible. 
Not only the squadron is learning, however, as any feedback received during the session 
can then be evaluated by Rubb and implemented into future iterations of the EFASS 
range.

Rubb’s EFASS range specializes in rapid deployment with minimal use of machinery to 
aid construction, and comes in a variety of sizes and functions.
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Rubb aircraft hangars are ready for action as part of Operation 
Barkhane to counter terrorism in the Sahel-region of Africa.

The Danish Defense Forces chose Rubb Military deployable 
hangars to help support the Danish effort in Mali. Denmark has 
contributed to the UN’s mission in Mali, MINUSMA, since 2014 
and has provided a C-130J transport aircraft for the mission on 
two occasions, most recently in 2017. In 2016, Danish special 
operation forces were also part of a Dutch Task Group in the 
Gao region in Mali. The primary tasks included patrol activities, 
monitoring tasks and area analysis.

The S3 3rd Construction Battalion completed a training session 
ahead of their hangar installation mission in October. Rune 
Vinding Christensen, Master Sergeant OR-8, led the team of nine 
Danish military personnel at Rubb UK HQ, in Gateshead, England.

Commenting during the training session at Rubb, MSgt Vinding 
Christensen said: “The construction mission will take six weeks 
in total—three weeks for each hangar. The training sessions have 
been very good with lots of things and techniques to talk about. 

The hangar system is well thought through and has been tried 
and tested for a long period of time by other defense forces. It 
helps that there are lot of clever, detailed specific items featured 
on the product. We know it’s the right product for us, and in our 
general opinion it’s a great hangar system.”

The two EFASS hangars structures, each measuring 25m (82ft) 
wide x 40m (131ft) long, will be used to store and protect Merlin 
EH101 helicopters during the Danish Ministry of Defence’s 
upcoming deployment for MINUSMA. Each Rubb Military hangar 
features a Heli-Door with a clear opening of 21.3m (70ft) wide 
x 7m (23ft) high. The aluminium framed structures benefit from 
double skin, insulated fabric cladding, lighting packages and 
2000kg (4409lbs) roof mounted crane systems.

Denmark will contribute to the mission with a transport aircraft 
to MINUSMA as part of a rotation concept with Belgium, Norway 
and Portugal. The Danish transport aircraft will be deployed from 
mid-November 2019 to mid-May 2020. As part of the rotation 
concept, the participating countries send a transport aircraft to 
MINUSMA for approximately six months each.

Hangars set to 
support Danish 
Ministry of Defense
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Rubb has provided a solution for RNAS Culdrose, the largest 
helicopter base in Europe situated in Cornwall, UK.

The 40m (131ft) span x 55m (180.5ft) long BVC will provide 
effective cover for the base’s Merlin helicopter squadrons. 

Easy access is provided by a 21.3m (70ft) wide vertically-folding 
Heli-Door, electrically operated via two helical geared motors 
with capability for emergency hand operation.

Insulated with a 150mm (6in) Thermohall® membrane, additional 
protection for personnel and equipment is provided by 80mm 
(3in) of insulated steel cladding to sidewalls and gable walls. 
Complete with a modular office and workstations, personnel can 
perform their duties comfortably all year round.

Rubb is proud to assist this vital air station, which supplies 
aviators, engineers, and flight deck crews as they protect Royal 
Navy vessels from above the waves.

RNAS Culdrose

Rubb has supplied and installed two EFASS buildings for RAF 
Brize Norton, the UK’s largest RAF station.
 
The two 25m (82ft) span x 52m (170.5ft) long EFASS buildings 
were supplied with short notice to the major MoD site in order to 
store hurricane relief tools and equipment. Rubb fabric tensioned 
buildings were perfect for the job, due to their adaptability and 
rapid construction.

The buildings are conveniently connected by three of Rubb’s 
newly developed insulated link tunnels, and come complete with 
specific electrics. 

Easy access is provided by roller shutter doors to the front, and 
four MoD standard access doors to the sides. The PVC cladding 
was delivered in a discreet sand colorway.

The RAF is an integral part of the UK’s international hurricane 
relief strategy, travelling across the world to provide humanitarian 
support to those that need it most.  When the Caribbean was 
devastated by Hurricane Irma in 2017, the RAF worked for 
more than a month to deliver food, water, medical supplies, and 
materials, moving 1,500 tons of freight in the process.

Rubb is thrilled to have assisted RAF Brize Norton for this 
worthwhile cause, while demonstrating the speed and quality of 
Rubb’s engineering and installation.

RAF Brize Norton
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Starting as an experiment between Rubb UK’s marketing and 
design departments, 360° videos have become a mainstay of 
project development in 2019. 

Utilizing digital models of Rubb’s structures, a huge image is 
rendered and ‘wrapped’ around a single point, allowing viewers 
to look around as if they were standing inside the building itself.

So far, Rubb has produced 360° videos of aircraft hangars, salt 
storage sheds, tennis facilities, vehicle depots, and even vertical 
indoor farming facilities (as seen below). 

The immersion of VR allows clients to fully visualize the end result 
of their structures, allowing for early feedback and impressions. 
As a wider marketing tool, the added interactivity of VR has 
proven very successful with Rubb’s online and in person audience 
at events across the world.

In 2020, Rubb is looking to extend its VR capabilities by investing 
in new hardware, such as VR headsets to use at trade shows and 
360° cameras to capture real life footage of completed projects. 
VR is an exciting new frontier for businesses, and Rubb is excited 
to continue exploring its potential.

Rubb Enters Virtual Reality

Rubb has supplied two structures for RAF Akrotiri, Cyprus: a 
climate-controlled storage solution, and an additional storage 
facility.

The storage structure—a BVR measuring 20m (65.5ft) x 
30m (98.5ft), with a 5m (16.5ft) leg—is clad with 150mm (6in) 
Thermohall® and equipped with a full containerised HVAC system 
to keep its supplies safe from the hot Cyprus sun. Easy access is 
granted by its 5m (16.5ft) x 5m (16.5ft) roller shutter door, and a 
bright working area is enabled by 500 lux LED lighting.

The additional storage facility stands at 8m (26ft) x 10m (33ft) with 
a 3m (10ft) leg. Multiple access points are provided by two 3.5m 
(11.5ft) x 3.5m (11.5ft) roller shutter doors, allowing convenient 
entry for personnel. Full 300 lux LED lighting is fitted, ensuring full 
visibility at all hours. Both structures feature galvanized guttering.

RAF Akrotiri is a key strategic Permanent Joint Operating Base, 
providing support in the region, as well as acting as a forward 
mounting base for overseas operations in the Middle East. This 
latest project is part of the ongoing support that Rubb is proud to 
provide to the armed forces.

RAF Akrotiri

Recently, Rubb welcomed Peter Storrie of Long Storrie 
Productions to shoot several staff profiles and interviews, 
as well as footage of our offices, PVC factory, steel shop, and 
yard.

The first visit focused on recording interviews with our sales team 
and project manager, in addition to gathering clips for Rubb UK’s 
new production montage, ‘The Rubb Journey’.

On Peter’s second visit in November, he finished up our sales 
team profiles with sales manager Andy Knox, catching him just 
before he set off to the Dubai Airshow. Peter also made a start 
on the wider office, interviewing our design office and health and 
safety/quality managers, Graham Rutland and Stephen Jackson, 
respectively.

We asked Peter how he found his visits: “It’s been a fantastic 
experience. Not only are they a wonderful team, but it has given 
me the opportunity to film in several different industrial and 
design environments and see for myself why Rubb is a long 
lasting and thriving company.”

There are still many staff to profile, so we have no doubt that 
Peter will be stopping by Rubb in 2020 to continue his work.

The videos can be found on Rubb’s YouTube channel, as well as 
www.rubbuk.com. 

Rubb on Camera
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